ABSTRACT: Molecular-scale control over the integration of disparate materials on graphene is a critical step in the development of graphene-based electronics and sensors. Here, we report that self-assembled monolayers of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA) on epitaxial graphene can be used to template the reaction and directed growth of atomic layer deposited (ALD) oxide nanostructures with sub-10 nm lateral resolution. PCDA spontaneously assembles into well-ordered domains consisting of one-dimensional molecular chains that coat the entire graphene surface in a manner consistent with the symmetry of the underlying graphene lattice. Subsequently, zinc oxide and alumina ALD precursors are shown to preferentially react with the functional moieties of PCDA, resulting in templated oxide nanostructures. The retention of the original one-dimensional molecular ordering following ALD is dependent on the chemical reaction pathway and the stability of the monolayer, which can be enhanced via ultraviolet-induced molecular cross-linking.
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interactions with the underlying graphene layer. While reports exist of using such self-assembled systems for nanostructuring graphene,16,33,35 these patterning strategies are often based on nanospheres or block copolymers, which are substantially larger than small organic molecules. Furthermore, functional groups incorporated in the constituent organic molecules of self-assembled systems have rarely been utilized to enable tailored reactivity or to direct subsequent chemistry on graphene.

Here, we demonstrate that self-assembled monolayers of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA) on epitaxial graphene (EG) can be used to template the reaction and directed growth of atomic layer deposited (ALD) films with sub-10 nm lateral resolution. PCDA is deposited via sublimation in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and is shown to self-assemble into well-ordered monolayer domains consisting of one-dimensional (1D) molecular nanostructures that coat the surface in a manner consistent with the symmetry of the underlying graphene lattice. Typical ALD chemistries for the growth of ZnO and Al₂O₃ are investigated on these PCDA/EG templates. The results show that ALD precursors preferentially react with the molecular functional groups of PCDA, and these reactions can be either self-terminating, with limited vertical growth, or nonterminating, where film growth is observed as a function of ALD cycle number. The retention of the one-dimensional molecular-scale ordering on the PCDA template following ALD depends on the chemical details of the precursor-molecular functional group interactions, as well as the overall stability of the PCDA monolayer, the latter of which can be enhanced via ultraviolet-induced cross-linking. Furthermore, selected ALD chemistries also prove to stabilize the PCDA monolayer, which subsequently produce larger domain sizes upon annealing. Overall, the combination of PCDA and ALD provide multiple pathways for the formation of sub-10 nm oxide nanostructures on graphene.

The epitaxial graphene (EG) samples were grown on n-type (nitrogen doped) 6H-SiC (0001) wafers (Cree, Inc.) by UHV graphitization.14,15,31 Following in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) confirmation of successful graphene growth, PCDA monolayers were formed on the graphene surface by sublimating PCDA (≥97%, Sigma Aldrich) from alumina-coated tungsten boats at room temperature in UHV. PCDA self-assembles into well-ordered monolayer domains consisting of one-dimensional molecular nanostructures that coat the entire graphene surface, as shown in the STM image of Figure 1a. The molecular structure and assembly of PCDA on graphene are presented schematically in Figure 1, parts c and d, respectively. The molecular domains are also seen to seamlessly span the atomic steps of the underlying EG/SiC substrate. In the molecularly resolved STM image (Figure 1e), the bright protrusions consist of the central diacetylene moieties of PCDA, while the terminal carboxylic and methyl ends are indicated with arrows.38 The PCDA monolayer is primarily stabilized by hydrogen bonding between the carboxylate groups.
of adjacent molecules and π–π interactions between the diacetylene groups of neighboring molecules and the graphene surface. Hence, both the carboxylate and diacetylene moieties are responsible for self-assembly and important to overall monolayer stability, while also serving as possible sites for ALD precursor interactions. Consequently, the result of ALD on PCDA/EG templates depends on the details of the ALD reaction.

Representative ambient atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the UHV-deposited PCDA samples are shown in Figure 1, parts b and f, thus confirming that the well-ordered stripes on the graphene surface are preserved following removal from the UHV environment. The distance between adjacent stripes was measured to be 7.3 ± 0.3 nm, which is attributed to the two-molecule terminal group periodicity of the monolayer,38,39 with some reports assigning the center of the protrusions to the terminal carboxylate groups of PCDA.39 The orientations of the PCDA domains are effectively 6-fold symmetric, oriented ~60° and 120° with respect to each other.38 A similar ordering is also observed on HOPG and MoS2 substrates, which have basal planes with hexagonal symmetry similar to that of graphene.40,41

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) was performed in a Savannah S100 ALD reactor (Cambridge Nanotech, Cambridge MA). For ALD of ZnO, the substrates were exposed to sequential doses of diethyl zinc (DEZ) and deionized water, with a purge step between each precursor dose. Figure 2a is an AFM topography image of the PCDA/EG sample after 15 cycles of ALD ZnO showing retention of the 6-fold ordering. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to verify the presence of Zn on the sample surface following ALD. The acquired spectra were calibrated relative to the graphene C 1s peak at 285 eV. Figure 2b shows an XPS survey spectrum of the PCDA/EG sample after 15 cycles of ZnO ALD, with the Zn 2p peaks highlighted. The binding energy position of ~1022.6 eV for the Zn 2p3/2 peak (inset) is attributed to the presence of Zn−O. Other peaks in the survey scan are attributed to silicon, carbon, and oxygen, as expected for ZnO on EG/SiC.

After verification of the presence of ZnO with XPS, the absolute coverage of Zn was determined using X-ray fluorescence (XRF). Figure 2c shows the XRF-derived Zn coverage as a function of ALD cycles for SiO2/Si and PCDA/EG/SiC substrates. The Zn coverage on the PCDA/EG surface is constant through the range of 5–60 ALD deposition cycles. Exposure of a PCDA/EG substrate to 15 pulses of the DEZ precursor alone, which is still effectively one ALD half-cycle, yielded identical XRF saturation coverage, suggesting that the DEZ precursor reaction with PCDA is self-terminating and the second ALD half-cycle reaction with H2O does not occur. By contrast, ALD growth on the SiO2/Si surface progresses linearly, as is typical of nonterminating ALD processes.42,43 The growth rate on SiO2/Si is calculated to be 5.2 ± 0.3 (Zn/nm2)/cycle, while the Zn coverage on PCDA/EG terminates at 1.2 ± 0.3 Zn/nm2.

While limited in vertical growth, the modification of PCDA/EG with DEZ (ZnO–PCDA/EG) is sufficient to enhance its thermal stability. Figure S1 (Supporting Information) shows that while as-deposited PCDA completely desorbs at 110 °C under a pressure of 0.2 Torr, the ZnO-PCDA/EG substrates remain thermally stable under identical conditions, as verified by the persistence of the stripes. Furthermore, DEZ-modified PCDA/EG promotes enhanced ordering as the maximum domain size increases by a factor of 4 compared to unmodified PCDA/EG following annealing (Figure S2). Similar crystallization into large domains has also been observed for molecules of phosphonic acids on HOPG.44

The self-terminating reaction of DEZ with PCDA and its improved thermal stability suggest that the Zn precursor is reacting uniformly with the PCDA/EG template. To gain further insight into the mechanism of ZnO ALD on PCDA/EG/SiC, we performed grazing-incidence small/wide-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS/GIWAXS), which allows for the precise determination of the spatial distribution and orientation of the ZnO chains with respect to the underlying lattice. The
Figure 3. Grazing incidence small/wide-angle X-ray scattering. (a) Schematic of the GISAXS measurements on ZnO-PCDA/EG showing a GISAXS pattern near a ZnO 1D crystal Bragg condition. The $h = \pm 1$ Bragg conditions for ZnO at $q_z = \pm 0.96 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ (indicated with white arrows) are satisfied at slightly different sample azimuthal angles, $\phi$, as illustrated with the Ewald sphere construction (for clarity, the reciprocal lattice is scaled by $5\times$ as compared to the Ewald sphere radius). (b) Measured $\phi$ angular dependence of the near in-plane integrated intensities for the GISAXS ZnO rods (green line), and GIWAXS SiC{1 0 0} rods (blue line). (c) Reciprocal-space representation showing the relative positions of the ZnO (green), SiC (blue), and EG (red) rods projected onto the rod directions. The nominal ZnO chain direction is shown in green, and the alkyl chains lie along the EG (1 0 0) directions. The alkyl chains extend beyond the limits of the diagram.

The experimental geometry is shown in Figure 3a (see Supporting Information for further details). The GISAXS and GIWAXS data are collected as a function of $q_z$ and $q_y$, which are the in-plane and the out-of-plane components of the scattering vector $q = k_f - k_i$, where $k_i$ and $k_f$ are the incoming and outgoing X-ray wave vectors.

Figure 3a shows a 2D GISAXS pattern for ZnO-PCDA/EG in which two first-order $q_z$-extended Bragg rods at $q_z = \pm 0.96 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ are observed (as indicated in the figure by white arrows). These peaks are not observed prior to ZnO ALD (see Figure S3a, Supporting Information). The difference in the observed intensities of these rods depends on the azimuthal orientation of the sample, which determines the intersection of the Ewald sphere with the rods at $h = \pm 1$ of the ZnO reciprocal lattice, also shown in Figure 3a. Lorentzian fits to the $q_z$-integrated intensity for these rods reveal a 1D periodicity of $d = 2 \pi / |q_z| = 6.57 \pm 0.04 \text{ nm}$ between the ZnO chains and a correlation length $L \sim 2 \pi / \delta q_z \sim 100 \text{ nm}$ ($\delta q_z$ is the FWHM of the Bragg rods in the intensity profile). These values are consistent with the AFM-derived domain size and two-molecule periodicity, which indicates a coherent coupling between the Zn and the PCDA positions that is commensurate with the two-molecule periodicity of PCDA. The above GISAXS results, together with the verification of the presence of Zn-O from XPS, indicate that the carboxylate groups are the host sites for Zn atoms on PCDA/EG.

The orientational relationship between the ZnO-PCDA and the underlying EG lattice can be quantified by directly measuring the near in-plane scattered intensity for the ZnO first-order rods and the SiC{1 0 0} family of rods as a function of azimuthal angle, $\phi$. The integrated intensities from sequentially collected GISAXS ZnO and GIWAXS SiC signals are shown on the same $\phi$--scale in Figure 3b. An intensity map showing $q_z$-projected scattering patterns as a function of $\phi$ is shown in Figure S3b, Supporting Information. As discussed above, the diffraction peaks at $q_z = \pm 0.96 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ arise from the periodic distribution of Zn coupled with the PCDA carboxylate headgroups, which implies that the PCDA alkyl chain will be oriented approximately normal to the one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures. As seen in Figure 3b, intensity doublets (maxima separated by $7^\circ$) are observed at $60^\circ$ intervals in $\phi$, confirming the effective 6-fold symmetry of ZnO-PCDA on EG/SiC, as is consistent with the AFM images in Figure 2a. The $7^\circ$ separated doublet feature is consistent with observations of misoriented PCDA domains observed in STM (see Supporting Information for further details). Hexagonal symmetry is also evident for the SiC{1 0 0} family of rods, for which the scattered intensity is maximized at an angular offset of $\Delta \phi = -18 \pm 0.5^\circ$ with respect to the ZnO rods.

The $L = 0$ cut for the reciprocal space lattices of the ZnO-PCDA/EG/SiC structure, shown in Figure 3c, depicts the Ewald sphere passing through the center of the $h = 1 \text{ ZnO}$ doublet and therefore exciting that Bragg condition. The SiC and EG reciprocal lattices are related by a well-known $30^\circ$ epitaxial relationship. If the reciprocal lattice basis vectors $a_{ZnO}$ and $a_{SiC}$ are parallel (as drawn), the Ewald construction in Figure 3c determines that a $\Delta \phi = -17.8^\circ$ rotation of the...
sample separates the Bragg condition for the ZnO 1D lattice and the SiC (1 0 L) rod. This value agrees well with our measured value of $-18 \pm 0.5^\circ$ (Figure 3b), revealing that the average ZnO chain direction is parallel to the SiC ⟨1 0⟩ family of directions, and therefore the PCDA alkyl tails align along the ⟨1 0⟩ family of directions of the EG lattice. Figure 3d depicts the corresponding real-space representation of the orientational relationships between the EG/SiC, the ZnO-PCDA nanostructure, and the PCDA alkyl chain. In particular, the alkyl tail orientation is consistent with that observed for as-deposited PCDA molecules on HOPG, and highlights the effectiveness of PCDA monolayers for templating 1D ALD ZnO nanostructures.

The coordination of Zn to the carboxylic ends of PCDA share features similar to the coordination of divalent metal ions to fatty acids in solution.\textsuperscript{46–56} Specifically, divalent metal ions coordinate to the carboxylate groups, with a metal ion to molecule ratio generally believed to be 1:2.\textsuperscript{48,54,55,57} Monolayers of these fatty acids coordinated to divalent ions have been deposited from solution or via Langmuir–Blodgett deposition onto a variety of surfaces\textsuperscript{52} including HOPG.\textsuperscript{57} Similar to that observed for ZnO-PCDA/EG/SiC, the presence of metal ions coordinated to the fatty acids stabilizes the molecules in solution, and enhances the long-range packing order and thermal stability in the resulting monolayer.\textsuperscript{52} While the coordination of divalent metal ions to fatty acids in solution is largely believed to be ionic,\textsuperscript{46,48,49,55–57} transition metals such as Zn may have multiple carboxylate binding modes, including covalent monodentate and bidentate modes.\textsuperscript{58}

In contrast to DEZ, the reaction of trimethyl aluminum (TMA) with PCDA is nonterminating and leads to the growth of Al$_2$O$_3$ films. ALD Al$_2$O$_3$ was performed on PCDA/EG substrates by exposure to sequential doses of TMA and H$_2$O. Figure 4b is a plot of the Al 2p XPS peak absolute intensity as a function of ALD cycles. The intensity of the Al 2p XPS peak increases as a function of ALD cycles, which is attributed to the nonterminating reaction of TMA with PCDA and the subsequent growth of Al$_2$O$_3$. Figure 4c shows the integrated area of the Al 2p peak as function of ALD cycles for both PCDA/EG and SiO$_2$/Si surfaces, which reveal linear ALD growth on both surfaces. Figure 4a is an AFM image of a PCDA/EG surface after 5 cycles of ALD Al$_2$O$_3$. The resulting disordered lamellar structure is noticeably distinct from the striped morphology of as-deposited PCDA/EG (Figure 1e) and also distinct from the structure after ALD Al$_2$O$_3$ deposition on bare graphene (Figure S5, Supporting Information), which shows discontinuous film growth.\textsuperscript{14,21}

Raman spectroscopy was employed to determine the chemical activity of the PCDA monolayer following ALD oxide deposition as shown in Figure 4d. The acetylene stretching frequency for PCDA is located between 2077 cm$^{-1}$ and 2101 cm$^{-1}$, depending on the degree of polymerization and side chain disorder.\textsuperscript{59–61} Raman spectra for PCDA on EG show peaks due to the graphene phonons (D band at 1380 cm$^{-1}$, G band at 1604 cm$^{-1}$, and 2D band at 2742 cm$^{-1}$), the PCDA acetylene stretch centered at 2082 cm$^{-1}$ (highlighted by the pink region) is attributed to the diacetylene stretch of PCDA, which survives DEZ but not TMA ALD chemistry.
“red” polymer PCDA phases on the graphene surface, which are nominally attributed to an ordered and disordered polymer, respectively,\textsuperscript{59−61} which is also corroborated by the C=C stretch\textsuperscript{59} present in the “blue phase”. The presence of these polymer phases indicates that some polymerization of PCDA is occurring under Raman laser irradiation.

Following ALD of zinc oxide using DEZ and water, the acetylene peak remains and shifts to a slightly higher frequency (2087 cm\textsuperscript{−1}), and the C=C stretch remains at 1458 cm\textsuperscript{−1}. The persistence of these stretches with the same spectral intensity as in the neat PCDA film reveals that the DEZ does not interact with the acetylene carbons. In contrast, deposition of alumina via TMA and H\textsubscript{2}O destroys the vibrations of both the acetylene and C=C stretch, thus pointing to the loss of these functional groups due to attack by the more aggressive TMA precursor. Furthermore, it is observed that an initially striped ZnO-PCDA/EG surface is transformed to the disordered lamellar structure upon TMA and H\textsubscript{2}O exposures as seen in Figure S6, Supporting Information.

While TMA is expected to react with the carboxylate group of PCDA according to previous work on nonhydrolytic ALD with carboxylic acids,\textsuperscript{62−64} Raman spectroscopy indicates that TMA additionally attacks the acetylene groups. This attack by TMA share similarities with carboalumination reactions, which can involve the reaction of aluminum alkyls with carbon–carbon double and triple bonds, and is a well-established synthetic protocol in organometallic chemistry and organic synthesis (e.g., Ziegler–Natta polymerization).\textsuperscript{65−68}

Since the acetylene groups are a primary contributor to PCDA monolayer stability and are subject to attack by TMA, cross-linking the PCDA preceding ALD is likely to enhance the ordering stability during Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} deposition. To test this hypothesis, cross-linking of PCDA was performed on EG via ultraviolet (UV) irradiation.\textsuperscript{38} In particular, PCDA/EG substrates were exposed to UV irradiation from a UV pen lamp (254 nm, Spectroline, 11SC-1) in a N\textsubscript{2} glovebox. The cross-linked diacetylene cores of PCDA molecules are shown in the molecularly resolved STM image of Figure 5a. The mechanism of UV polymerization, the changes in the angle of the side chains, and the height of the polymerized PCDA chains on EG have been reported previously.\textsuperscript{38} An AFM image of a PCDA/EG surface after a 90 min UV irradiation is shown in Figure 5b, revealing elevated stripes, \textasciitilde2.5 Å high, that are attributed to the polymerized PCDA chains.\textsuperscript{38} The spatial extent of cross-linking can be modulated by the UV irradiation time as shown in Figure S7, Supporting Information.

Parts c and d of Figure 5 are AFM images after five Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ALD cycles on a 90 min UV irradiated PCDA/EG sample. The presence of aligned stripes and sharp edges in contrast to the lamellar structure observed on as-deposited PCDA (Figure 4a), indicate that cross-linking enhances ordering following Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ALD. This improved ordering can be attributed to the enhanced structural and thermal stability provided by cross-linking as demonstrated by desorption measurements in Figure S8, Supporting Information. Lateral growth of Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} on PCDA is observed with increasing number of ALD cycles as shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information. In this case, the thicker Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} films continue to possess sharp and aligned edges, templated by the underlying monolayer, although the top-surface becomes nonuniform.

In summary, self-assembled organic monolayers of PCDA have been used as a template for directed ALD growth on EG/ SiC(0001). UHV-sublimated PCDA self-assembles into well-ordered monolayer domains consisting of one-dimensional
molecular arrays that coat the surface in a manner consistent with the symmetry of the underlying graphene lattice. Diethyl zinc (DEZ) and trimethyl aluminum (TMA), typical ALD chemistries for the growth of ZnO and Al2O3, respectively, were investigated on these PCDA/EG templates. DEZ was found to react with PCDA/EG in a self-terminating manner, where the original striped morphology of PCDA was retained following exposure. Furthermore, DEZ treatment enhances the thermal stability of PCDA/EG, which subsequently promotes enhanced ordering as the maximum domain size increases by a factor of 4 compared to unmodified PCDA/EG following annealing. Spectroscopic and X-ray scattering experiments suggest that DEZ reacts with the carboxylate groups of PCDA, where Zn atoms coordinate between neighboring PCDA molecules. Furthermore, due to this templating effect, the ZnO chains are shown to align only along specific orientations with respect to the underlying graphene lattice. On the other hand, sequential exposures of PCDA to TMA/ H2O lead to the nonterminating ALD growth of Al2O3. In contrast to the as-deposited PCDA/EG surface, Al2O3 growth on PCDA/EG results in a dispersed lamellar morphology, due in part to the absence of the stabilizing PCDA acetylene groups, which are attacked and removed by TMA exposure. Finally, cross-linking PCDA via UV irradiation enhances its stability, allowing for the ordered vertical growth of Al2O3 up to five TMA/H2O ALD cycles, before lateral Al2O3 growth outside of the template becomes dominant. Overall, the combination of PCDA and ALD provides multiple pathways to form sub-10 nm oxide nanostructures on graphene, which can likely benefit ongoing efforts to realize graphene-based nanoelectronic, sensing, and energy technologies.
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